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____
WILDLIFE HOSPITAL

Part 1
1. Answer these QUESTIONS. Make use of SHORT ANSWERS.
1. Is “The Grange” (granja) in the north of England?.
2. Is “The Grange” a normal Hospital?.
3. Do they take care (cuidan) of wild (salvajes) animals in this hospital?.
4. Are patients (pacientes) untypical (raros) in this grange?.
5. Do you know about a wildlife hospital?.
2. Answer the following questions.
1. Where is “The Stapeley Grange”?.
2. What four wild (salvajes) animals do you know?.
3. Who are the patients in this hospital?.
4. What two animals appear (aparecen) in this part?.
5. Why are the patients unusual (raros) in this Hospital?.
3. TRUE or FALSE.
1. Stapeley Grange is an usual Hospital with wild animals. ___________
2. They look after (cuidan de) wild animals: foxes and swans. _____________
3. The Stapeley Grange is in the north of England. ____________
4. The Grange is very big, more (más) than a normal hospital. _________________
5. Usual patients in this hospital are birds and foxes (focas). ____________
4. Complete these sentences. USE: normal, wild, unusual, wildlife.
1. The Stapeley Grange is a _______________ hospital.
2. Patients in this hospital are more ________________.
3. Stapeley Grange is not a _______________ hospital.
4. They look after _________________ animals, like swans.

Part 2

1. Answer these QUESTIONS. Make use of SHORT ANSWERS.
1. Did the RSPCA Society begin (empezó) in 1824?.
2. Has this Society got two Inspectors at the beginning (al principio)?.
3. Have they got more than 3000 Inspectors today?.
4. Have the inspectors got a million telephone calls (llamadas) every year?.
5. Does the Society get (obtiene) the money from the British public?.

2. Answer the following questions.
1. What’s the RSPCA?.
2. When does the Society start (comienza)?.
3. How many Inspectors has the Society got today?.
4. How many telephone calls has the Society RSPCA got in one year?.
5. Why is the Society a charity (=caritativa)?.
3. TRUE or FALSE.
1. Stapeley Grange is not part of the RSPCA. ________________
2. The Society begins (comienza) in 1824, with three Inspectors. _________________
3. There are now more than 300 RSPCA Inspectors in the United Kingdom. ______________
4. The Inspectors have got a million telephone calls every day. ______________
5. Inspectors help injured (heridos) animals and birds. ______________
4. Complete these sentences. USE: money, people, part, Prevention.
1. RSPCA is the Royal Society for the ______________ of Cruelty to Animals.
2. They also teach _____________ to be kinder (más amable) to animals.
3. The Society has got all its ______________ from the British Public.
4. Stapeley Grange Wildlife Hospital is ___________ of the RSPCA .

Part 3

1. Answer these QUESTIONS. Make use of SHORT ANSWERS.
1. Has the hospital got more than four thousand animals in one day?.
2. Are most (mayoría) of the animals “birds” in this hospital?.
3. Are birds more delicate (delicados) than other animals?.
4. Does Lain Rose enjoy (disfrutar) his work (trabajo) at the Hospital?.
5. Are swans (cisnes) in oil (aceite) when they come to the Hospital?.
2. Answer the following questions.
1. How many animals has the hospital got in one year?.
2. What are the majority (mayoría) of patients?.
3. Who is Lain Rose?.
4. What animals are covered (cubiertos) in oil when they came to the hospital?.
5. Why does Lain Rose enjoy his work?.
3. TRUE or FALSE.
1. The hospital has got more than four thousand animals a week. _____________
2. The majority of patients are birds and foxes. _____________
3. Birds aren’t more delicate (delicados) than other animals.___________
4. When they come to the Hospital, swans were in oil. ___________
5. Wild animals are more difficult than domestic animals. _______________
4. Complete these sentences. USE: different, better, birds, manager.
1. They have got a lot of ________________ kinds (tipos) of animals.
2. Lain Rose is a vet (veterinario) and the hospital __________________.
3. I think that swans are really __________________ now.

4. Why have you got so many (tantos) ________________ here (aquí)?.

